A Bayesian approach was initiated to estimate the crack size probability density function, pdf, corresponding to the traditional conservative engineering end of service life limit, known as the 100% fatigue life expended (FLE) limit. The initial application of the Bayesian approach was based on fleet findings for a particular location on 25 inspected aircraft. The FLE values corresponding to the particular airframe location exceeded 100%. First a prior crack size probability density function, pdf, at FLE of 100% was estimated in line with underlying FLE presumptions and whatever information could be found in the literature. Second, for all the inspected aircraft at a FLE greater than 100%, the load histories were taken from the respective onboard structural data recording system (SDRS) datasets. The prior crack size pdf corresponding to the FLE values of each inspection was then simulated by a Monte Carlo technique starting with the prior pdf at 100% FLE. Since loads for the aircraft were known the only simulation uncertainty was in the material properties for crack growth, assuming no model uncertainty. Next the simulated prior crack size pdf at the inspected FLE and the corresponding observed cracks were combined via Bayesian updating to compute the posterior crack size pdf at the inspected FLE. The posterior crack size pdf at the inspected FLE was used to back-calculate the corresponding posterior crack size pdf that needed to be at the FLE of 100%. Simple (equal weights) averaging combined the resulting backcalculated seventeen crack size pdf functions at FLE of 100%. The computations resulted in an updated posterior crack size pdf at FLE equaling 100% representing the inventory population. In turn, the posterior pdf at FLE equaling 100% serves as the prior pdf for the next set of inspection results. Likewise, the PDF at FLE equaling 100% is used to project the current state of damage of any aircraft at some FLE greater than 100% that has not undergone inspection. In other words, the posterior pdf at FLE equal to 100% is used along with the known (measured) loads to estimate the current crack size pdf for an aircraft at FLE greater than 100%. Subsequently, the computed current crack size pdf is the basis for projection of the aircraft's crack size pdf corresponding to future usage.
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INTRODUCTION
To date, naval aircraft have been maintained by a SAFE (Structural Appraisal of Fatigue Effects) life methodology within which individual aircraft tracking (IAT), is a requirement. Flight parameters such as "airspeed", "altitude", "Nz (g force)", and a host of others are tracked by onboard recording systems.. (For example, the most sophisticated SDRS data, for one particular air platform, includes readings from seven strain gauges.) These SDRS data are used to generate the forces such as the wing root bending moment etc. Then the forces are the input to determine the far-field stresses for the local area in question.
The flight parameters are the input to a loads analysis and subsequent stress history assessment at critical locations. From the stress histories the corresponding hysteresis loops and the number of repetitions of each loop is computed. The amount of damage accumulated per flight is tallied with a strain-life analysis and Miner's Rule [1] . The incremental damage accumulated in the flight is added to an overall damage index or Fatigue Life Expended, FLE index.
The FLE index limit of 100% is founded on a full-scale fatigue test (FSFT). In the FSFT, the time to reach a crack size of 0.01 inches is determined. This time is specified as test demonstrated life. Then the FLE value of 100% corresponds to half the time of the test-demonstrated life. In other words, an FLE value of 100% corresponds to a damage accumulation of one half as per Miner's Rule.
From the fleet management perspective, the initial aircraft removal from service criterion was that when an aircraft reached an FLE equaling 100%, it was to be removed from the inventory. This criterion was an effective way to mitigate risk without necessarily quantifying just what was the risk, that is it effectively made the risk negligible. However, such a fleet management plan was an artifact of the Cold War era in which it was applied. During this time, aircraft performance obsolescence, not fatigue limits, dictated retirement from the inventory. Now with a new understanding of the underlying causes, aircraft performance obsolescence is not a pressing issue, and for the first time, fatigue criterion will be the sole cause for inventory removal.
Today, due to the requirement to keep aging aircraft flying, management must quantitatively address the inherent risk of fatigue. In turn, the reliability of an aircraft flying beyond the SAFE Life limit must be quantified. To do so, the NAVAIR Structures Division is pursuing a probabilistic analysis to quantify the risk in exceeding 100% FLE. Fundamentally, the approach is to develop a crack size probability density function (pdf) that corresponds to the FLE at a 100%. Then the projection of crack size pdf for a specific aircraft at some present FLE greater than 100% is computed by a probabilistic crack growth analysis in which loads are known from the tracking data and the crack growth rate is random starting with the 100% FLE crack size pdf. Once the present crack size pdf for a specific aircraft is ascertained it is possible to compute reliability for some future flight regime. Such a calculation is again a probabilistic crack growth analysis but in this case both material properties and load are random variables. In essence the pivotal problem is the determination of a crack size pdf at FLE equaling 100%. Under study is a Bayesian approach developed to take into consideration the findings that are to become available from an extensive fleet inspection program.
This report explains the methodology used, the models employed, and the preliminary results of the first seventeen aircrafts. Figure 1 illustrates the analysis process. 
TREATMENT OF LOADS
In this research, the load is in the form of stress spectrum at the dome nut hole locations at fillet fairing for each flight. Figure 2 indicates the general locations.
Figure 2. Dome Nut Hole Locations of P-3 Aircraft
The load spectrum is analyzed using a MatLab® routine developed in this study. The routine is based on the standard ASME E-1049 "Standard Practices for Cycle Counting in Fatigue Analysis". In this study only crack growth was modeled, as it had been assumed that all aircraft have passed the 100% FLE.
CRACK GROWTH MODEL USED
The crack growth model used to characterize the growth behavior is based on the crack closure concept developed by Elber [2] , by substituting the value of the effective stress intensity factor (eq. 1) into the Paris equation [3] (eq.2). This model assume that the crack growth rate depends primarily on the effective stress intensity factor range ∆K eff
where a is the crack length (size), N is the number of cycles, S max is the maximum stress in a cycle, S op is the opening stress, m is a dimensionless parameter that indicates the degree of sensitivity of the growth rate to stress, C is a constant, and β is a dimensionless function that depends on the geometry and loading configuration.
The opening stress is calculated from [4] (eq. 4) 
(9) R is the stress ratio, and the constants A 0 , A 1 , A 2 , A 3 are functions of the stress ratio, the stress level, the flow stress S flow , which is the average of the yield stress and the ultimate strength, and the constraint factor α. For plane stress α =1, and for plane strain α =3. The dome nut location was analyzed as a plane stress condition.
Assuming that the current crack size is a j and the increment is ∆a j , the new value of crack size a j+1 for the next cycle is (eq 10)
where ∆a is numerically equal to da/dN, since ∆N =1 for one cycle of load application.
Denoting the initial crack size as a i , the crack size after N cycles is (eq. 11): An MatLab ® routine was developed and used to calculate the crack growth as described above. As the first step in this 
Parameters S y , S u1 and β, are sampled from normal distributions with characteristics described in Table 1 . The value of the beta factor, β is related to geometry of the structure and is shown in Figure 3 for the location of our interest. 
PRIOR CRACK SIZE DISTRIBUTION AT FLE=100%
The methodology employed requires a probability density function (pdf) of crack size when a 100% FLE has been reached. Subsequently, a crack growth regime begins. For purposes of initiating the Bayesian analysis a prior pdf was estimated. Based on experimental and historical evidence, the lognormal probability density function was assumed. For actual parameters, it was assumed that the prior was a lognormal distribution with natural log mean = -4.7112 and natural log standard deviation = 3.5877E-02. These assumed that a crack greater than 0.01inch at FLE=100% has a probability of 0.001 (0.1%) of occurrence, which is a fundamental tenet in the FLE damage index concept. The assumed parameters also assured a mean crack size of approximately 0.009 ascertained from a crack at initiation from a notch [5] . Figure 4 shows a plot of the prior pdf.
CRACK SIZE DISTRIBUTION AT FLE=i% (i>100%)
Life models consist of an underlying life distribution and a Life-Stress relationship. The life distribution describes the behavior of the variable of interest at different stress levels, while the life-stress relationship quantifies the manner in which the life distribution changes across different stress levels. The most commonly used life distribution to represent the fatigue and crack size is the lognormal distribution.
It is possible to shown that FLE ∝ a 1/n , which is an inverse power relationship, where n is constant and a is the crack size. That is the FLE crack size relationship can be described by an inverse power relationship. Moreover, it can be shown that the joint distribution of a and FLE can be written in the following form [6] (eq. 13),
where, the parameters k, n, and σ a can be estimated from the crack growth simulation using a maximum likelihood estimation approach. It should be noted that for an aircraft with a given value of FLE the conditional prior crack size distribution can be obtained from (eq. 14):
6. METHODOLOGY Accordingly, for a given aircraft with FLE = j% the prior pdf of crack size can be described by Equation (14). Through Bayesian mathematics the prior pdf, Equation 14, is updated with the evidences of cracks for an aircraft at FLE = j%, resulting in the posterior distribution for crack sizes at FLE = j%. Consequently, the same updated parameters in Equation 14 are applicable for updated parameters to Equation 13. Figure 5 illustrates this process. 
CRACK OBSERVATION (EVIDENCE)
The evidence is the results of inspection carried out at the dome nut and satellite hole geometry of each aircraft. Ideally the exact crack sizes would be the best form for reporting observed crack size evidences. However, the findings have been reported according to the format shown in Figure 6 . As Figure 4 . Prior Crack Size pdf, FLE = 100% 0.01
FLE [%] j% j%
Conditional posterior pdf such, the cracks are placed in one of four bin sizes of extra small, small, large and extra large and the database reports how many of such cracks in each bin have been observed for each aircraft inspected. 
BAYESIAN UPDATING OF CRACK SIZE DISTRIBUTION
The updating of the prior pdf information is carried out using new crack evidences from the inspection of the aircrafts. The updating process is based on the Bayesian approach, which provides a mechanism of updating one's degree of belief about a proposition (e.g. crack size) in light of new evidence (e.g. inspection results), according to (eq. 15):
And (eq 16):
where f(a|E) = posterior updated distribution of "a" (crack size in this case) given evidence E, L(E|a) = likelihood function or probability of observing evidence E given a, and g(a) = conditional prior probability distribution of a given FLE = j% [i.e., g(a) = f(a, FLE | FLE=j%)]
In this research, the calculations are performed using the Code R-DAT ® Plus, developed by Prediction-Technologies [7] . This code allows using the evidence, assuming that each value is an observation to be used in characterizing the variability in the parameter of interest. The variability is a range of values around the observations (evidences). This range, which is considered the uncertainty of the inspection findings, is calculated through an Error Factor (EF). To deal with this type of data, the code has two probability distribution options. For this study the Lognormal was selected, in which the evidence in the form of an observation carries a multiplicative error factor according to Upper bound = median EF. Lower bound = median / EF. As the crack sizes are defined in the inspection report as: XS = 0.04"; S = 0.09", L = 0.17"; XL = 0.35", then, the following EF's are assigned to cover the possible ranges of crack size EF XS = 1.5; EF S = 1.5, EF L = 1.25; EF XL = 1.6. Figure 7 shows the ranges assigned to each crack size bin category.
Once the evidences are introduced, in combination with the prior pdf model in form of equation (14) the R-DAT calculates, the posterior (updated) distribution of crack size. Figure 8 shows an example of such results. Table 2 shows the typical evidence for 5 of the 17 aircraft inspected 
POSTERIOR CRACK SIZE PDF for FLE=100%
This step is carried out in order to improve the estimation of the initial crack distribution at 100% FLE by taking into account the evidences observed. It consists of first updating the conditional pdf of the prior crack size (at FLE=j%) and extrapolating the resulting posterior pdf (at FLE=j%) back to FLE=100%, thus calculating the posterior crack size distribution at FLE=100%. Figure 9 illustrates this process.
Each aircraft analyzed yields a posterior crack size distribution corresponding to FLE=100%. Hence for the 25 aircraft currently in the inspection database, the analysis estimates 25 corresponding posterior crack size distributions at FLE=100%. Combination of these 25 posterior distributions leads to a distribution at FLE=100% that can be taken with limited confidence as representative of the population of aircraft.
To obtain the combined updated initial crack distribution, a linear arithmetic weighted approach is used, by assigning equal weight to each posterior initial crack size probability. As such (eq. 17) w = w 1 p 1 (∆a)+ w 2 p 2 (∆a)+ …. w n p n (∆a) (17) where w is the weight (w i = 1/n) and p(∆a) is the probability that a random initial crack will have a size in the interval ∆a, and n is the number of aircrafts analyzed (in this case n=25). Figure 10 shows the combined pdf for the 25 aircraft Figure 9 . Updating Prior Crack Size Distributions according to equation (17) . As this pdf is multimodal, assuming that the resulting combined distribution should be smooth (assuming only one failure mechanism of straincaused crack imitation is active), the combined distribution should be "smoothed" by fitting a lognormal distribution (developed by way of moment matching). 
FORECASTING PROBABILITY OF FAILURE FOR
A SPECIFIC FLE J% Given that the updated combined initial crack size distribution represents the total population of the aircrafts, for an aircraft from this population with no information other than the loads that the aircraft has experienced to reach FLE j , it is possible to project, using a Monte Carlo simulation, the crack size distribution after some additional flight hours (FH) beyond FLE j . The procedure to obtain the crack size distribution at given FLE j% is done by projecting from the posterior population crack size distribution at 100% the expected crack size distribution at FLE j + ∆FH . The procedure takes the recorded loads for this aircraft sequentially to reach FLE j% . Once reached, the routine starts by sampling the loads randomly to grow cracks beyond FLE j% until reaching the desired ∆FH. The resulting distribution is used to determine the probability that it exceeds critical crack size for failure. The critical crack size is calculated using the applicable fracture toughness K IC associated with the dome nut hole.
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The crack growth graphs show that there are a great number of solutions when one considered the effect of variability in the applied load and scatter of the material properties. Figure 12 shows an example of 10 iterations for a specific aircraft at 297% FLE. About 50% of the crack sizes at this FLE are below 0.0393", and the 75% are below 0.0613".
The Bayesian updating pdfs illustrate that the aircrafts with more number of cracks have their posterior distribution shifted to the right, which contribute more to the adjustment of the initial crack size. Figure 13 shows the results for two aircraft. Figure 14 shows the prior and posterior crack size distribution functions at the 257% FLE for given aircraft. Figure 15 shows that the probability of crack size "XS" or greater and "L" or greater for this aircraft for an additional 1000 flight hours (∆FH_ are 88.6% and 40.7%, respectively. Probability of reaching the critical crack size is extremely small. Figure 13 . Prior and Post for Two Aircraft Evidential Datasets (14 cracks size "S", 2 cracks size "L") and (16 cracks size "S".) Figure 14 . pdf at the 257% FLE Before And After Update The Initial Crack Size.
